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Scottish religion in the nineteenth century Ira D. Sankey , whose singing and compositions helped popularise
accompanied church music in Scotland in the late nineteenth century The nineteenth century saw the
reintroduction of accompanied music into the Church of Scotland. This was strongly influenced by the English
Oxford Movement , which encouraged a return to Medieval forms of architecture and worship. The first organ
to be installed by a Church of Scotland church after the Reformation was at St. Andrews, Glasgow in , but it
was not in the church building and was used only for weekly rehearsals. Two years later the city council was
petitioned to allow it to be moved into the church, but they deferred to the local presbytery, who decided, after
much deliberation, that they were illegal and prohibited their use within their jurisdiction. In the first organ
was controversially installed in an Edinburgh church. Around the same time James Steven published his
Harmonia Sacra: However, they remained controversial, with considerable opposition among conservative
elements within the church [3] and organs were never placed in some churches. They became common in the
Church of Scotland and Free Church in the s. The Church of Scotland adopted a hymnal with songs in and the
Free Church followed suit in Sankey â€” , and Dwight L. Moody â€”99 to Edinburgh and Glasgow in â€”75
helped popularise accompanied church music in Scotland. The Moody-Sankey hymnbook remained a best
seller into the twentieth century. Folk music of Scotland Francis James Child, one of the key figures in
beginning the first folk revival In the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century there was and an
attempt to produce a corpus of Scottish national song, involving Robert Burns â€”96 building on the work of
antiquarians and musicologists such as William Tytler â€”92 , James Beattie â€” and Joseph Ritson â€”
Thompson was inspired by hearing Scottish songs sung by visiting Italian castrati at the St Cecilia Concerts in
Edinburgh. He collected Scottish songs and commissioned musical arrangements from the best European
composers, who included Joseph Haydn â€” and Ludwig van Beethoven â€” Burns was employed in editing
the lyrics. This collection first drew the attention of an international audience to his work, and some of his
lyrics were set to music by Franz Peter Schubert â€” , who also created a setting of Ossian. Evidence of
continued activity in traditional music includes the manuscripts of James Simpson f. Classical music in
Scotland Hamish MacCunn , one of the key composers of the Romantic movement in Scotland The tradition
of European concert music in Scotland, which had been established in the eighteenth century faltered towards
the end of the century. The Edinburgh Musical Society gave its last concert in and was wound up in , with its
concert hall sold off to become a Baptist church. Hutchison as the musical equivalent of the Scots Baronial
castles of Abbotsford and Balmoral. The Scottish Orchestra was founded in and the Glasgow Athenaeum in
Spinks, A Communion Sunday in Scotland ca. Brown, "Scotland and the Oxford Movement", in S. Europe
and the Wider World â€” Cambridge: Bebbington, "Episcopalian community" in M. Brown, "Beliefs and
religions" in T. Edinburgh University Press, ,.
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Nineteenth century[ edit ] Founders Nason W. Leavitt and Fayette Stafford had operated a printing business in
the nearby town of Scotland since but in moved to the growing district of Willimantic in the town of
Windham. During the previous three decades, six water-powered cotton mills had been built there along the
falls of the Willimantic River and the district was growing into an industrial city incorporated that by would
contain the largest thread mills in world and the first in the world to have electrical lighting. The location of
Willimantic directly between Hartford and Providence, as well as directly between New York City and Boston
in the decades before the estuarial rivers of southern New England had been bridged, made the Willimantic a
major regional railroad junction 50 to trains per day at the beginning of the 20th century. To make it
emphatically a paper of news, not only of Willimantic, but of Windham County and the adjacent towns of
other counties. To do this, we need a correspondent in every town or village within 20 miles of us to send us
short items of news that is of interests in their own town, all such news to reach us as early in the week as
possible. Its columns are well-titled with spicy readable matter, and it looks as if it will be able to make its
own way in the newspaper world. He saved his money to go West and start his own weekly newspaper. He
decided that the young city might support a second daily newspapers besides The Willimantic Journal, which
had been established in and would ultimately cease publication on January 27, Crandall on Main Street. Early
in the fall of , MacDonald bought half of the Enterprise from Safford plus invested additional capital to
purchase new equipment: It is now a demonstrated fact that Willimantic is big enough to support two
newspapers. It has long been our desire to make the Enterprise better than it is, and to that end we have formed
a partnership with Mr. MacDonald, a practical printer of skill and experience and in the course of a few weeks
our paper will be enlarged to double the size, making it the largest paper in the county. MacDonald and
Safford changed its name to the Willimantic Chronicle two years later and began Monday through Saturday
publication as an afternoon daily in Publication of an additional, weekly version of the Chronicle continued
until until the advent of rural free delivery make it possible for readers to receive the daily newspaper the next
day. In , the newspaper company bought land across the street from the hotel, purchasing Church Street from
the Methodist Church, and constructed a three-story brick building which opened in October and where the
newspaper would be published for the next 83 years. In , MacDonald began automating this laborious process
by purchasing an early model of the Thorne typesetting machine , which required three men to operate it one
to work its keyboard, one to justify type into lines, and one to feed molten lead into the machine. In , he
replaced this with the first Mergenthaler Linotype automatic typesetter in northeastern Connecticut, a machine
which required a single operator but output quadruple the amount of type. During its early years, the Chronicle
was politically neutral, but in time MacDonald became a strong Democratic advocate. Keefe, who joined the
Chronicle as a printer at age 16, described MacDonald in Evidently he wanted to impress upon his employees
that he had done it all, that he knew what he was talking about, that he had written the news and set in type
and operated the press. Arriving home at the end of that day, he died of a sudden pulmonary hemorrhage, age
Bartlett was a staunch Republican who would represent the town of Windham in the Connecticut state
legislature in Donald Bartlett went to work at the Chronicle. The widow Helen Bartlett in married Harry
Newton Bullard, who became general manager of the newspaper. Donald Bartlett was named its publisher. He
succeeded his mother as president of the company upon her death in During World War II, so many Chronicle
employees were drafted or left for work in defense plants that the in May the company had to close its
commercial printing department for the duration of the war. In May , G. Donald Bartlett, age 45, suffered a
fatal heart attack at the newspaper. Donald Bartlett left a widow and two daughters. The month after her father
died, his eldest daughter, Lucy Mae Bartlett, began working at the newspaper during her secondary school
summer vacations. She was also president of the company from until her death in The company purchased a
building on the outskirts of Willimantic which had been used as a chicken hatchery on Old Columbia Road
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and there build a computerized newsroom and printing operation that used offset lithography rather than
letterpress lead production. The city of Willimantic later named the location Chronicle Road. On January 21, ,
the Chronicle printed its last edition using melted lead production and the next day relocated to its next
facility. The newspaper officially changed its name from the Willimantic Chronicle to simply the Chronicle at
that time. The old building was demolished in as part of the Willimantic Redevelopment Project and remains
an empty lot adjacent to the Arthur W. Crosbie Memorial Parking Lot. He died of a sudden heart attack on
September 23, , age Newhouse School of Public Communications. He served as a director of the Chronicle
Printing Company from to In , the company also added three color printing units for its presses. Lucy Crosbie
died of a short illness on January 1, , age Kevin Crosbie died of sudden heart attack on April 17, , age
Railroad passenger service through the city ceased during the s and freight haulage to only one or trains daily.
Interstate Highway 84 , which had been planned to connect Hartford, Connecticut, and Providence, Rhode
Island, through Willimantic, was during the s instead built from Hartford to Worcester , Massachusetts. A
six-mile section of the original route had been built skirting Willimantic, but after the highway was rerouted it
resulted mainly in much of the existing regional and interstate traffic bypassing downtown Willimantic. In ,
Willimantic itself disincorporated as a city, becoming again a district within the town of Windham. By ,
percent of Willimantic and Windham residents lived below the poverty line. The sale was finalized on May 1,
Addendum[ edit ] Since its debut on January 4, , the Chronicle has missed only five days of publication:
President William McKinley was assassinated and for September 11, terrorist attacks. Every edition of the
Enterprise and all editions of the Chronicle until approximately are available on microfilm at the libraries of
the University of Connecticut and Eastern Connecticut State University.
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I love this book. On chapter 43 now. Nov 12, Such a gift can be a great resource that can be exploited for
financial gain or it can be a burden that keeps a person in perpetual misery. Sorel, the hero of our story,
experiences both the wonders and the loneliness that sometimes goes hand in hand with being too aware to
accept fate without attempting to manipulate a better future. He is handsome, witty, and when money is
plentiful dresses in such a way as to enhance his best features. He is prideful of his talents and humbled by his
modest beginnings in equal measure like two halves of the same tarnished coin. Because he comes from the
lower class of French society his opportunities for advancement are limited to the church or the military. Even
though he shows few signs of or inclinations towards pious behavior Julien is sent to the church. He is
calculating, manipulative, hostile, and seductive and each of those characteristics are hampered by his own
naiveness producing comedic results and embarrassing moments that left this reader squirming in his seat with
personal memories of being equally stupid in moments of social ineptness. Those characteristics that we like
the least in Julien are also the characteristics that we like the least in ourselves and leads us to identify so
closely with Sorel that his triumphs and his setbacks create diverse reactions from a sheepish grin to burning
shame. She could see it. The worst things that the vilest debauchery could stamp on the notion of sensual love
swarmed into her mind. These ideas were trying to stain the glow of the tender, divine image she had
constructed, both of Julien himself and the happiness of loving him. The future was painted in ghastly colors,
She saw herself as contemptible. As enemies of both Father Pirard and Julien attempt to destroy them
Stendhal, as he does through the whole book, shows that pettiness, hypocrisy, wealth, and social standing are
to be found in equal measure among people of influence. Honor is discussed in great detail throughout the
book, but is revealed as a chimera when pride or money are being threatened. Julien rises with the help of
Father Pirard to private secretary for Marquis de la Mole. His office is to be the library. So no one would come
to him, excited as he was, he hid himself in a dark corner. The books speak to me stirring up fond memories of
when words become images, scents become detectable, and fictional characters become flesh and bone. The
tactile feeling of individual books, unique in typeface, paper, and design are an important part of the reading
experience for me. Books are more than just words to me, but a form of art. I love the idea that more people
are reading books because of the evolution of ereaders, but for me the experience that Julien has in that library
is what I want. In fact he finds her annoying in so many ways. You could say the daylight goes right through
it! And what arrogance, when she greets people, when she just looks at them! She holds herself, she moves,
like a queen! He has unsustainable ideas of honor ruled more by passion than any real sense of established
decorum. He even defends immorality with affectionate intensity. We do the most incredibly cruel things, but
without cruelty. How can we even begin to justify them for any other reason? He can bound out of the chains
of his birth and achieve a social position that would be talked about for generations. His present and his past
collide with devastating effects that will leave you flipping the final pages as fast as your eyes and mind can
comprehend the sentences. Marie-Henri Beyle AKA Stendhal I noticed with interest that there is a turning
point in the book when I could tell that Stendhal began to like his own greatest creation. He lent more
sympathy to the plight of Julien Sorel. He started softening the edges and letting the reader know that even
when Sorel is an ass he is still a well meaning ass. Julien was certainly more innocent than those that were
trying to manipulate him. It was as if in creating this character Stendhal started to understand himself through
the character and maybe even started to tolerate those aspects of himself that had given him trouble throughout
his life or at least look on them as youthful fallacies. Intelligence does not come wrapped with discretion or for
that matter wisdom. Time is the only device that allows us to grow into our intelligence and hopefully use it to
better ourselves and strengthen our communities. I came away from the novel knowing more about myself and
wishing that I could meet the youthful Julien Sorel when he has some gray at his temples and a more docile
tongue, but then maybe I just need to go look in the mirror. Highly recommended for all reformed smarty
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